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1 VISION

My vision is to have a unique combination of engineering and management skill sets

separating me from other contenders, allowing me to provide excellent goal achievements

for my work organization. I see myself being the resource for specific knowledge required

in the work environment, and the leader for project involving technical challenges and

opportunities. My passion is process improvement, how to make something simple even

better. Ultimately my vision leads to using science, empathy, and leadership for the common

good, either in the local or international communities in need. Mantra: Think critically, act

kindly, achieve success through positive change.

2 MISSION

My short-term mission is finish my ME BS with a 3.5 of higher gpa while still working to

provide for my family and remaining debt free. This mission includes continued education

in the study of humanities, bias, and expanding my network for increased diversity. My

mission is to continue the learning and practice of critical thinking, remove myself from

apathy, inspire those that feel nothing, and use my abilities to help others achieve their goals.

3 OBJECTIVE

Objective My objective is to use my vision and mission to achieve milestones in both career

and personal life. This leads to my true goal, be the best provider I can for my family. My goal

is to place myself in positions that allow me to take better care of those I love and allow future

success. The end goal is happiness and satisfaction of a life lived honestly, ethically and well,

see the world and change what I can for the positive.
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4 STRENGTHS

My competitive advantage is years of management experience along with new knowledge

obtained by returning to college to complete a Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering.

My career spans over twenty years in the manufacturing sector with the last fifteen years

focusing on leadership responsibilities, process improvement and operations management.

In the past I reported to company CEOs, Owners and Board of Directors, responsibilities

included budget capex management, reduction of waste streams, department growth and

employee administration. I am constantly tasked by the executive leadership with achieving

the impossible: produce more, with less waste, lower cost, and do it with less people in less

time with higher quality. This experience combined with a recently obtained Mechanical

Engineering Degree allows me to offer the employer the best of both worlds: true real-world

management, critical thinking, problem solving experience and an up to date education

on the latest engineering software, design, and technologies. My work experience and

new education allow me to bring more value to my employer and their client. I apply my

engineering education to solve real world problems effectively saving time and money that

directly contributes cash flow to the bottom line.

Additionally, I use my experience and knowledge to bridge the communication gap

between the wants of the executives, and the realities of the maker. Communication is key

and often fails when translating between departments. Executive leadership needs the goal

complete within budget and timeline requirements. Engineers when tasked with process

improvement think in absolutes and often do not fully consider the person performing the

task in the work space environment. Middle management and the makers are often stuck

in-between, left with a goal they do not fully understand nor achieve due to inferior tools and

lack of support. My knowledge and work experience allow me to bridge this gap, by taking

the goal of the executive, translating this need into real world solutions that engineering and

manufacturing departments can understand and achieve. The result, additional saving in

revenue through increased accurate communication, critical thinking and team problem

solving. At the end of the day I measure my achievement through the accomplishments of

those around me, their success is my success.
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5 WEAKNESSES

My weakness is lack of diversity in my work experience that could and does lead to bias in

my thought process. I have worked in the same industry, commercial printing and publica-

tion, in some form or capacity for most of my life. This has afforded me great opportunities

to grow and come up through the ranks but has also shielded me from new ways of thinking,

different cultures and work environments. This is turn has lessened my growth as a person

and manager and potentially leads me down decision paths that are taken because the path is

what I know, versus true open mindedness and objective critical thinking. My industry is ‘old

school’ with good old boy networks and the downfalls that come with them. Yes, there have

been improvements overall, however in my experience the core within the industry have not

changed. Even though I recognize this system as heavily flawed I understand being in this

culture for most of my life has given me a bias. This bias influences decisions I make which

in turn limits the growth of myself and my coworkers. This is bad for the longevity of my

company by preventing forward thinking, cultural advancement and the monetary benefits

that come with diversity in the thought process. Not only does this affect employees and

shareholders, the effect goes beyond to the community, by limiting the growth of a company,

employee growth and spending are limited as well.

To combat this weakness, I seek out the help of professional colleagues and mentors

outside of my industry and workplace. My mentors are often minorities and usually in

entirely different business sectors with a range of experience beyond mine. Through dialogue

they help me understand and see things in a different perspective, resulting in clear decision

making based on merit, skill and what is best for our organizational growth. By recognizing

this weakness and seeking guidance from mentors, I help limit the effect of my weakness and

the emotional and financial repercussion. This allows my weakness to have a lower impact

compared to the overall greater value I bring to my organization and the customer we serve.
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6 THREATS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Threats

• Lack of Diversity in my colleagues, friends, and mentors. This limits my growth po-

tential due to lack of fresh ideas and exposure to different viewpoints thus limiting my

value to an organization.

• Staying abreast with technology. Falling behind in technology will limit my ability to

accept new opportunities within an organization. This in turn limits the value I can

bring to our customer lowering my value overall to the industry I serve.

Opportunities

• Continue my education by seeking out groups and organizations that provide different

unique viewpoints to my current way of thinking. By doing so I will be exposed to

different ideas allowing to me see alternative viewpoints beyond my day to day routine.

This will help me stay outside the rut so to speak and provide new, possibly better,

ways to think critically. Better critical thinking results in more efficient problem solving

resulting in a better value for my customer, team, and workplace.

• Use my engineering and work life skills to help in my community by volunteering. By

volunteering I meet new people from different walks of life I may not normally meet

in my day to day grind. This will help me see the world through new perspectives

and provide an outlet for me to use my real world knowledge for the common good.

By seeing the world through a different perspective I gain the knowledge of real life

struggles our communities faces every day. I use this knowledge to strive for change

through the power of voting, community outreach and local spending.
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